Abstract. Consider the anisotropic Navier-Stokes equations as well as the primitive equations. It is shown that the horizontal velocity of the solution to the anisotropic Navier-Stokes equations in a cylindrical domain of height ε with initial data u 0 = (v 0 , w 0 ) ∈ B 2−2/p q,p , 1/q + 1/p ≤ 1 if q ≥ 2 and 4/3q +2/3p ≤ 1 if q ≤ 2, converges as ε → 0 with convergence rate O(ε) to the horizontal velocity of the solution to the primitive equations with initial data v 0 with respect to the maximal-L p -L q -regularity norm. Since the difference of the corresponding vertical velocities remains bounded with respect to that norm, the convergence result yields a rigorous justification of the hydrostatic approximation in the primitive equations in this setting. It generalizes in particular a result by Li and Titi for the L 2 -L 2 -setting. The approach presented here does not rely on second order energy estimates but on maximal L p -L q -estimates for the heat equation.
Introduction
The primitive equations for the ocean and atmosphere are considered to be a fundamental model for geophysical flows, see e.g. the survey article [13] . The mathematical analysis of these equations has been pioneered by Lions, Teman and Wang in their articles [14] [15] [16] , where they proved the existence of global, weak solutions to the primitive equations. Their uniqueness remains an open problem until today. Global strong well-posedness of the primitive equations for initial data in H 1 was shown by Cao and Titi in [3] using energy methods. A different approach, based on the theory of evolution equations, was introduced by Hieber and Kashiwabara in [10] and subsequent works [6] [7] [8] 11] .
It is the aim of this paper to show that the primitive equations can be obtained as the limit of anisotropically scaled Navier-Stokes equations. The scaling parameter ε > 0 represents the ratio of the depth to the horizontal width. Such an approximation is motivated by the fact that for large-scale oceanic dynamics, this aspect ratio ε is rather small and implies anisotropic viscosity coefficients (see e.g. [17] ). For an aspect ratio ε, i.e., in the case where the spacial domain can be represented as Ω ε = G × (−ε, +ε) for some G ⊂ R 2 , and a horizontal and vertical eddy viscosity 1 and ε 2 , respectively, the system can be rescaled into the form (1.1)    ∂ t v ε + u ε · ∇v ε − ∆v ε + ∇ H p ε = 0, ε(∂ t w ε + u ε · ∇w ε − ∆w ε ) + First convergence results for the above system in the steady state case go back to Besson and Laidy [2] . The convergence of the above system has been studied first by Azérad and Guillén in [1] in the setting of weak convergence, no uniform convergence rate was given.
Recently, Li and Titi [12] investigated the strong convergence of the above system within the L 2 -L 2 -setting for horizontal initial velocities belonging to H 1 and H 2 . In addition, they showed a convergence rate of order O(ε).
It is the aim of this paper to show convergence results of the above system in the strong sense within the L p -L q -setting. Our method is very different from the one introduced by [12] , whereas they rely on second order energy estimates, our approach is based on maximal L p -L q -regularity estimates for the heat equation. This allows us to give a very short proof of the convergence result in the more general L p -L q -setting, which even in the L 2 -L 2 -setting allows for a slightly larger class of initial data compared to the one introduced by Li and Titi in [12] by using energy estimates.
Preliminaries
Consider the cylindrical domain Ω := (0, 1) 2 × (−1, 1). Let u = (v, w) be the solution of the primitive equations
in Ω, and u ε = (v ε , w ε ) be the solution of the anisotropic Navier-Stokes equations
in z, v ε , w ε periodic in x, y, z, even and odd in z, u ε (0) = u 0 in Ω.
Here v and v ε denote the (two-dimensional) horizontal velocities, w and w ε the vertical velocities, and p and p ε denote the pressure term for the primitive equations as well as the Navier-Stokes equations, respectively. These are functions of three space variables x, y ∈ (0, 1), z ∈ (−1, 1). The vertical periodicity and parity conditions correspond to an equivalent set of equations with vertical Neumann boundary conditions for the horizontal velocity and vertical Dirichlet boundary conditions for the vertical velocity (cf. e.g. [4] ). Since w is odd, the divergence free condition for the primitive equation translates into div H v = 0, where v(x, y) = 1 2´1 −1 v(x, y, z) dz, and
For p, q ∈ (1, ∞) and s ∈ [0, ∞) we define the Bessel potential and Besov spaces 
For given p, q ∈ (1, ∞) we set
even w odd in z}, and consider the trace space X γ defined by
Following the lines of [11, Section 4] and [5] the trace space X γ can be characterized as follows.
Lemma 2.1 (Characterization of the trace space). Let p, q ∈ (1, ∞). Then
we also define the maximal regularity spaces
and analogously
, respectively. In order to simplify our notation we sometimes omit the subscripts u and v and write only E 0 (T ) and
Finally, we say that u = (v, w) is a strong solution to the primitive equations (in the L p -L q -setting), if v ∈ E v 1 and (PE) holds almost everywhere. We say that u ε is a strong solution to the Navier-Stokes equations, if u ∈ E u 1 and (NS ε ) holds almost everywhere.
Main Result
Roughly speaking, the idea of our approach consists of controling the maximal regularity norm of the differences (v ε − v, ε(w ε − w)) by the aspect ratio ε. To this end, we introduce the difference equations of (NS ε ) and (PE): setting
in Ω, where the forcing terms F H and F z are given by
Applying the maximal regularity estimate given in Proposition 4.7 to (3.1), we are able to estimate U ε E1 in terms of the right hand sides. The latter will be estimated in a series of lemmas in Section 4.
Like this we obtain a quadratic inequality for the norm of the differences (cf. Corollary 4.9) and we need to ensure that the constant term as well as the coefficient in front of the linear term are sufficiently small. This can be achieved provided the aspect ratio ε is small enough and provided the vertical and horizontal solution of the primitive equations exist globally in the maximal regularity class (cf. Proposition 4.8).
Assumption (A). Let q ∈ , if q ≤ 2. We are now in the position to state our main result.
Theorem 3.1 (Main Theorem). Assume that p, q fulfill Assumption (A) and let u 0 ∈ X γ , T > 0 and (v, w) and (v ε , w ε ) be solutions of (PE) and (NS ε ), respectively. Then there exists a constant C > 0, independent of ε, such that for ε sufficiently small it holds
as ε → 0 with convergence rate O(ε). We note that the case p = q = 2, investigated before in [12] , is covered by our result. More specifically, they assumed v 0 ∈ H 2 whereas for our purposes v 0 , div H v 0 ∈ H 1 suffices. c) The scaled Navier-Stokes equations are locally well-posed in the maximal regularity spaces on the torus and the parity conditions are preserved. Our main result, Theorem 3.1, yields that for each time T there exists an ε > 0 such that the solution exists on (0, T ). d) The primitive equations are well-posed for all times T > 0 provided u 0 ∈ X γ , see [5] . e) Our method can be adjusted to the case with perturbed initial data. That is, given initial data (u 0,ε ) ε>0 ⊂ X γ converging to u 0 in X γ as ε → 0 of order O(δ ε ) for some null-sequence (δ ε ) ε>0 , then Theorem 3.1 holds with (v ε , w ε ) replaced by the solution of (NS ε ) with initial data v 0,ε . In that case the maximal regularity norm of the differences is bounded by C max{ε, δ ε } and consequently the convergence rate is of order O(max{ε, δ ε }).
Proof of the Main Theorem
The proof of Theorem 3.1 relies upon estimates on the terms F H and F z in equations (3.1) within the L p -L q -framework. These estimates imply eventually a quadratic inequality for the difference of the velocities, see Corollary 4.9. In order to establish these estimates we need to ensure that the solution of the primitive equations belongs to the maximal regularity class (see Proposition 4.8) and that the nonlinear terms can be estimated in E 0 (T ), see Lemma 4.3 and 4.5. We hence subdivide our proof in three steps. Throughout this section let T < ∞.
Nonlinear estimates.
In this subsection, we estimate the bilinear terms and keep track of the T -dependence of the norms involved. 
Lemma 4.3. Let p, q ∈ (1, ∞) such that 2/3p + 1/q ≤ 1. Then for all v 1 , v 2 ∈ E 1 (T ), ∂ ∈ {∂ x , ∂ y , ∂ z } and η ∈ 0,
there exists a constant C > 0 such that
Proof. Set θ 1 = 
Hölder's inequality thus implies
Proof. Similarly as in [10, Lemma 5.1] we obtain by anisotropic Hölder's inequality and Sobolev inequalities
. Then for all v 1 , v 2 ∈ E 1 (T ) and w 1 given by w 1 :=´z −1 div H v 1 there exists a constant C > 0 such that
Proof. Setting θ = 
Lemma 4.4 and the above embeddings imply
w 1 ∂ z v 2 L p (L q ) ≤ C v 1 X v 2 X L p ≤ C v 1 L 2p (X) v 2 L 2p (X) ≤ CT η v 1 E1(T ) v 2 E1(T ) .
Maximal regularity results.
In this subsection we prove that the vertical and horizontal solution of the primitive equations belong to the maximal regularity class E u 1 (T ) as well as that the solution the linearized system associated with (3.1) fulfills a maximal regularity result estimate. We start by considering the linearization of (3.1). It corresponds to the difference equation of (NS ε ) and (PE).
Given F ∈ E 0 (T ) and initial data U 0 ∈ X γ we consider the linear problem
where
The functions U and P are the unknowns and represent the velocity and pressure differences.
We now aim to prove a maximal regularity estimate for U , where the constants are independent of the aspect ratio and the pressure gradient. Lemma 4.6. Let ε > 0, q ∈ (1, ∞) and assume that
Then there exists a constant C > 0, independent of ε, such that
Proof. Denote by F the Fourier transform. For
and Mikhlin's theorem in the period setting, see e.g.
Then there is a unique solution U, P to the equation (4.1) with U ∈ E 1 (T ) and ∇ ε P ∈ E 0 (T ), where P is unique up to a constant. Moreover, there exist constants C > 0 and C T > 0, independent of ε, such that
Proof. First, one defines the ε-dependent Helmholtz projection
ε div ε , where ∆ ε = ∇ ε · ∇ ε , By Lemma 4.6 this is a bounded projection with uniform norm bound independent of ε.
First, we we apply this to (4.1). Taking into account that due to periodicity P ε ∆ = ∆P ε and P ε ∇ ε P = 0 hold, the equation (4.1) reduces to the heat equation with right hand side P ε F .
Maximal L p -regularity of the three-dimensional Laplacian in the periodic setting yields
Finally, we prove that the solution u = (v, w) of the primitive equations belongs to the maximal regularity class E u 1 (T ). 
2 ) and hence w ∈ C ∞ ((0, T ), C ∞ (Ω)) for any T > 0. It remains to show that w belongs to the maximal regularity class E 1 (T * ) for some T * > 0. Applying´z −1 div H (·) to (PE) yields
Here we used the fact that´z 
xy L 2 z ) . For 1 ≥ 1/p + 1/q we find by the Mixed Derivative Theorem and Sobolev's embeddings
z ). Similarly, for q < 2 and 1 ≥ 4/3q + 2/3p we find
The above embeddings imply
. By maximal regularity there exists a solution operator S :
it is a bounded linear operator from E 1 (T ) to E 0 (T ), and adding B v u on both sides we see that
by the previous estimates on f 1 and f 3 . Choosing now T * small enough such that
A Neumann series argument yields
, and thus
and since the heat equation is uniquely solvable, we finally obtain w =ũ ∈ E 1 (T * ). Summing up, w ∈ E 1 (T ) for any T > 0.
Corollary 4.9. Let T > 0 and p, q ∈ (1, ∞) such that 1/p + 1/q ≤ 1. Let (V ε , W ε ) ∈ E u 1 (T ) denote the solution of equation (3.1) for some u = (v, w) ∈ E 1 (T ) and initial data U 0 ∈ X γ . Then X ε (T ) = (V ε , εW ε ) E1(T ) and for any η ∈ [0, 1 − 1/p − 1/q] there exists a constant C > 0, independent of ε, such that
Proof. Since
we obtain with the help of Lemma 4.3 and 4.5 (4.2) F H E0(T ) ≤ CT η V ε E1(T ) ( V ε E1(T ) + (v, w) E1(T ) ).
Similarly, since εF z = ε(−V ε · ∇ H w − w div H V ε ) − εW ε div H (v + V ε ) − (v + V ε ) · ∇ H εW ε − ε(∂ t w − u · ∇w + ∆w), Lemma 4.3 yields
. Combining this estimate with (4.2), Proposition 4.7 yields the assertion.
Remarks 4.10. a) It is remarkable that in every induction step we do not rely upon the local wellposedness of equation (3.1) . In fact, the boundedness of the difference and the long time well-posedness of the primitive equations as well as the local well-posedness of the Navier-Stokes equations are sufficient for our arguments. More specifically, let X ε ≤ ε2K m on [0, mT * ]. To construct a solution (Ṽ ε , εW ε ) to (3.1) with inhomogeneous initial data (V ε , εW ε )(mT * ) we reconstruct the solution to the Navier-Stokes equations with initial data (V ε , εW ε )(mT * ) + u(mT * ), which exists locally, from the solution of the primitive equations with initial data u(mT * ). This method ensures local existence of the difference solution (Ṽ ε , εW ε ).
On the other hand every solution to (3.1) with initial data (V ε , εW ε )(mT * ) adds up with the solution of the primitive equations with initial data u(mT * ) to a solution of the Navier-Stokes equation with initial data (V ε , εW ε )(mT * ) + u(mT * ). b) Given u ∈ E 1 (∞), we may adjust the above proof in such a way that X ε (T ) ≤ εC uniformly for all T ∈ (0, ∞]. More precisely, there exist finitely many 0 = T 0 < T 1 < . . . < T m = ∞ such that u −p for i = 1, . . . m. Proceeding as above, while using Corollary 4.9, η = 0 yields X ε (T ) ≤ εC for all T ∈ [0, ∞), where C is independent of T . Taking the limit yields the assertion for T = ∞.
